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The self-consistent-field ~SCF! theory developed in Part I @J. Chem. Phys. 116, 7283 ~2002!,
preceding paper# is employed to compute the interaction between particles coated by end-grafted
homopolymers in good solvent, where the particles and the homopolymers have comparable sizes.
The result shows that, contrary to the prediction of the conventional theory for colloidal stabilization
and previous SCF studies, the interaction is attractive, repulsive, and attractive at large,
intermediate, and small distances, respectively, for densely grafted particles, while it is purely
attractive for sparsely grafted particles. The attractive interaction is a consequence of two important
factors that were ignored in previous studies: ~i! the sphere–sphere geometry of the system and ~ii!
the segment density associated with individual particle being deformed anisotropically, with respect
to the particle, under the perturbation of other particles. We argue that the conventional wisdom that
end-grafted homopolymers in good solvent always impart stability indeed is correct only in a kinetic
sense and that our result will become more observable in systems composed of nanoparticles.
Limitations of our prediction and considerations that must be carefully taken into account when
generalizing our result to micron-sized particles and star polymers are discussed. © 2002
American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1463425#I. INTRODUCTION
Interactions between polymer-coated colloidal particles
have been an important issue for both industrial applications
and scientific investigations.1–4 These interactions form one
of the bases of steric stabilization of colloidal dispersions
widely used in industry. Scientifically, the nature of these
interactions constitutes an intriguing and challenging prob-
lem because they can be purely repulsive or repulsive at
some distances and attractive at other distances, depending
delicately on many factors such as whether the polymers are
grafted or adsorbed, whether the suspending medium con-
tains polymers, and whether bridging effect is significant,
etc. Complicated as it appears, there is nevertheless a simple
rule: End-grafted homopolymers in good solvent always im-
part repulsion. This simple rule is based on numerous experi-
mental observation and theoretical studies. Therefore, end-
grafted homopolymers have long been widely regarded as
one of the best stabilizers.1–3 Although in many applications
diblock copolymers in selective solvents, instead of ho-
mopolymers in good solvents, are used when good stabilizers
are needed, the working principle is the same rule because
the soluble block is like an end-grafted homopolymer when
the insoluble block of a diblock copolymer is anchored.
Since in the experimental and theoretical studies upon
a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
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Downloaded 01 Feb 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject towhich the simple rule is established, the particles being sta-
bilized were, or were regarded as, much bigger in size than
the polymers, recent progress in nanotechnology makes it
senseful and important to ask what will happen when the
particles and the polymers have comparable sizes. For ex-
ample, dendrimers, which have received increasing attention
in recent years partly because of their potential medicinal
applications,5 are nanoparticles with dense grafting sites—a
four-generation poly~thioether! dendrimer, a typical den-
drimer, has radius ’2 nm and has 324 binding sites on its
surface.6 Some crucial questions for the proposed applica-
tions of dendrimers in biomedicine are, What is the mini-
mum number of chains per dendrimer needed to achieve sta-
bilization? How do DNA molecules and dendrimers
interact?7 Another example is the nanoparticles used in con-
trolled drug delivery.8 Their diameters are usually about 20–
200 nm. Polymeric coats are often used to prevent capture by
macrophages or quick clearance through liver uptake.9 Will
the coat accidentally induce aggregation, causing embolism
of capillaries? How short can the polymers be so that the
coated carrier remains small enough to cross the blood-brain
barrier while the coat provides the carrier with sufficient
protection?10 Because of their small sizes, nanoparticles may
require new mechanisms and considerations when polymers
are used as steric stabilizers. To achieve better preparation,
processing, and application of nanoparticles, it is therefore,
important to understand the working principles of stabiliza-
tion of nanoparticle dispersions.5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
 AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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particles were assumed to be so big that either they can be
regarded as flat planes1–4 or the Derjaguin approximation is
applicable.11 These assumptions are apparently inadequate
for nanoparticles. On the other hand, for particles that are
much smaller than the stabilizers, Witten and Pincus have
considered their stabilization by end-grafted
homopolymers.12 Their scaling argument, however, is valid
only when the polymer is very long. Therefore, the regime in
between, i.e., systems composed of nanoparticles and poly-
mers that have comparable sizes, have been entirely left out.
The SCF theory developed in Part I is suitable for studying
this regime because it explicitly takes into account the finite
sizes of the particles by the bispherical coordinate system.
Since the formulation and numerical techniques for solving
the bispherical SCF equations developed in Part I have been
shown quantitatively correct, we shall proceed in this part to
apply it to calculating the interaction between polymer-
coated nanoparticles. It turns out that, contrary to the predic-
tion of the conventional theory and previous SCF studies, the
interaction is attractive when the segment ‘‘clouds’’ of the
two spheres have just begun to overlap and it can even be-
come purely attractive if the grafting density is low. Brief
account of this part has been reported elsewhere.13,14 More
results and more detailed analysis are given here.
This paper first presents in Sec. II alternative derivation
of the SCF equations given in Part I. This rederivation makes
the physical meaning of the SCF equations clearer, and fa-
cilitates the analysis of SCF results. The difference between
our SCF formulation and previous SCF works is also dis-
cussed. In Sec. III we give the computational details and
SCF results for the interaction between two identical
polymer-coated spheres. The free energy of the system can
be decomposed into three terms with distinct physics, en-
thalpy, chain conformation entropy, and pinning energy for
the grafted segment, and they will be analyzed individually.
It will become clear from the analysis that the attractive in-
teraction is a consequence of the sphere–sphere geometry of
the system and the redistribution of segment density along
the direction parallel to the sphere surface, both being ig-
nored in the conventional theory and previous SCF studies.
While our SCF results are for particles of sizes comparable
to those of ordinary polymers ~’10–100 nm!, to generalize
them to systems composed of bigger (radius’1 mm) or
smaller (radius’1 nm) particles, however, requires careful
considerations. These considerations are discussed in Sec.
IV. Section V concludes Parts I and II with some remarks.
II. IMPORTANT FEATURES OF BISPHERICAL SCF
EQUATIONS
In Part I, the bispherical SCF equations for interacting
colloidal particles coated by end-grafted homopolymers were
derived starting from partition function. To facilitate inter-
pretation of the results in Sec. III, here the SCF equations
derived in Part I will be rederived in a more intuitive way so
that the physical meaning of the equations will become
clearer.
Consider the system sketched in Fig. 2 of Part I. Two
spheres having radii R1 and R2 are separated by a distanceDownloaded 01 Feb 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject toD. Assume that the system is symmetric with respect to the
axis that passes the centers of the spheres. According to the
construction given in Part I, the two spheres are character-
ized by h1 and h2 in the associated bispherical coordinate
system ~h, u!. The spheres are coated by f 6 end-grafted
linear homopolymers. We require that polymers grafted onto
the same sphere all have the same length, N6 , and that there
be no interaction between polymers and spheres, i.e., no ad-
sorption. Polymers can be grafted uniformly or nonuniformly
on the spheres, the only constraint being that the number of
chains must be f 6 .
Segments associated with each sphere can be divided
into two classes: Free segments and grafted segments. The
segment densities associated with these classes are f f
6(r)
and f0
6(r). Summing the contributions from the two
spheres, we obtain the total free-segment density f f(r) and
total segment-density f(r)
f f~r!5f f
1~r!1f f
2~r!,
~2.1!
f~r!5f f~r!1f0
1~r!1f0
2~r!.
Let G(r,r8,n) be the probability of finding segment n at
position r on a polymer whose first segment is located at r8.
It obeys the following modified diffusion equation:15
]nG~r,r8,n !5Fb26 „22v~r!GG~r,r8,n !,
~2.2!
G~r,r8,0!5d~r2r8!.
where v(r) is the self-consistent field acting on the polymer
at r. If the first segment is not restricted, being allowed to be
anywhere in the system, the probability of finding the nth
segment at r is given by G¯ (r,n)[*G(r,r8,n)dr8, which sat-
isfies, according to Eq. ~2.2!,
]nG¯ ~r,n !5Fb26 „22v~r!GG¯ ~r,n !, G¯ ~r,0!51. ~2.3!
If the system is homogeneous, v(r) can be chosen as zero
and G¯ (r,n)51 everywhere; otherwise, if the system com-
prises some interface~s!, G¯ (r,n) will not be unitary near the
interface~s! while it remains to be 1 at places far from any
interface. For example, consider an unpermeable ~solid! in-
terface. When r approaches from infinity to the interface,
G¯ (r,n) must decrease from 1 to 0.
If the polymer under consideration can move freely, the
decrease of G¯ (r,n) near the interface is responsible for the
depletion of polymers near a solid interface. On the other
hand, if the polymer is grafted onto the interface at the end
segment n, ln G¯ (r,n) on the interface ~in the sense of
DiMarzio’s prescription,16 i.e., r is located near, not on, the
interface! is the entropy change the polymer experiences
when the nature of its nth segment changes from freely mov-
able to unmovable, namely, when its nth segment is being
grafted. Accordingly, the entropy decreases, relative to the
system where the polymers are all freely suspending, by AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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1E f02~r!ln@G¯ ~r,N2!#h5h2dr,
when the polymers are end-grafted onto the spheres, with
grafted-segment density f0
6(r). In other words, the energy
needed to pin the grafted segments is given by
F052E f01~r!ln@G¯ ~r,N1!#dr
2E f02~r!ln@G¯ ~r,N2!#dr, ~2.4!
where the fact that f0
6(r) is zero everywhere but on the
sphere surfaces h5h6 was used. F0 will be referred as pin-
ning energy in the following.
Now consider a polymer that already has been end-
grafted. Let the segment index start from the grafted end.
The polymer is described by a function G6(r,n) that also
satisfies a modified diffusion equation similar to Eq. ~2.3!.
However, since the grafted segment arrived at the sphere
surface with unequal probability G¯ (r,N6)uh5h6, to give
the polymer equal probability to start from the surface, the
starting probability G6(r,0) must be weighed by
1/G¯ (r,N6)uh5h6. Moreover, the grafted segments must dis-
tribute themselves according to the designated surface den-
sity f0
6(r), i.e., G6(r,0) must be further modulated by
f0
6(r). Therefore, the function G6(r,n) that describes the
end-grafted polymers satisfies
]nG6~r,n !5Fb26 „22v~r!GG6~r,n !,
G6~r,0!5
K6f0
6~r!
G¯ ~r,N6!
,
where K6 does not depend on h and u and must have the
dimension of (length)3 so that G6(r,n) is dimensionless. If
the grafted-segment distribution is given by ~see Appendix C
of Part I!
f0
6~r!5S6~u!d~h2h
6!/hh , ~2.5!
where S6(u) @with dimension 1/(length)2# is the angular
distribution ~axial symmetry being assumed!, the modified
diffusion equation for G6(r,n) is
]nG6~r,n !5Fb26 „22v~r!GG6~r,n !,
~2.6!
G6~r,0!5K6S6~u!
d~h2h6!
hhG¯ ~r,N6!
.
As in Part I, we can drop K6 from now on because it does
not affect physical quantities.
Function G6(r,n) gives the probability of finding seg-
ment n at position r on a polymer whose zeroth segment is
grafted on the sphere h6. Thus, the single-chain free energy
is given byDownloaded 01 Feb 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject to2lnF E G6~r,N6!drG .
Because, according to Eq. ~2.6!, the polymer is immersed in
a mean field v(r), the contribution of this mean field must
be subtracted from the single-chain mean-field free energy to
obtain the conformation entropy
S5 f 1 lnF E G1~r,N1!drG
1 f 2 lnF E G2~r,N2!drG1E v~r!f f~r!dr, ~2.7!
where in the last term f f(r), rather than f(r), is used be-
cause the entropy associated with f0
6(r) has been taken into
account in F0 , Eq. ~2.4!.
Knowing G¯ (r,n) and G6(r,n), we can find the density
of individual segment. The probability of finding segment n,
with the zeroth segment being the grafted segment, is pro-
portional to G6(r,n)G¯ (r,N62n), namely, a joint probabil-
ity of finding the nth segment at r in a subchain whose seg-
ment 0 is being grafted, and of finding the (N62n)th
segment at r in a subchain whose segment 0 is not restricted.
After proper normalization, the density of the nth segment
from a single chain is given by
G6~r,n !G¯ ~r,N62n !
*G6~r,n !G¯ ~r,N62n !dr
.
Thus, the free-segment density f f
6(r) associated with each
sphere can be obtained by adding contributions from all seg-
ments on all chains
f f
6~r!5 f 6E
01
N6 G6~r,n !G¯ ~r,N62n !
*G6~r,n !G¯ ~r,N62n !dr
dn . ~2.8!
Note that *f f
6(r)dr5 f 6N6 is the number of free segments
associated with the sphere h6.
With the segment–segment interaction V(r2r8), the
system’s enthalpy is given by
E5
1
2 E V~r2r8!f~r!f~r8!drdr8, ~2.9!
and the mean field acting on the segments is
v~r!5
dE
df~r!
5E V~r2r8!f~r8!dr8. ~2.10!
Combining Eqs. ~2.4!, ~2.7!, and ~2.9! gives the system’s free
energy
F5E2S1F0 . ~2.11!
Since the pinning energy F0 is essentially entropic, S2F0
can be regarded as the system’s entropy. However, because
they are due to distinct physics, it will be more convenient to
keep the two components, S and F0 , separate.
Equations ~2.1!, ~2.3!, ~2.5!, ~2.6!, ~2.8!, and ~2.10! form
a set of equations that can be solved self-consistently if the
form of segment–segment interaction potential V(r2r8) is
given.17 The angular distribution S6(u) of the grafted seg- AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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grafted segments being fixed onto the interface! or deter-
mined self-consistently ~the grafted segments being allowed
to move without restriction on the interface in response to
the local conditions such as free segment density at the in-
terface!. With fields G¯ (r,N6), G6(r,N6), v(r), f f(r), and
f(r), Eqs. ~2.4!, ~2.7!, ~2.9!, and ~2.11! enable us to calcu-
late the mean-field free energy and its components.
In previous SCF studies, since the problem was reduced
to a one-dimensional problem by approximating the system
by two planar brushes, the u-dependence of G¯ (r,N6)uh5h6
was eliminated. Consider the case of uniform grafting,
S(u)5s6 in Eq. ~2.5!, where s6 is the constant grafting
density on the sphere h6, and K51/s6 in Eq. ~2.6!. If
G¯ (r,N6) were independent of u on the spheres, the expres-
sion for the pinning energy, Eq. ~2.4!, would become
F052 f 1 ln@G¯ ~r,N1!uh5h1#
2 f 2 ln@G¯ ~r,N2!uh5h2# ,
and the quantity S2F0 would be obtained from solving
]nGˆ 6~r,n !5Fb26 „22v~r!GGˆ 6~r,n !,
Gˆ 6~r,0!5
d~h2h6!
hh
, ~2.12!
and substituting the solution Gˆ 6(r,N6) into
S2F05 f 1 lnF E Gˆ 1~r,N1!drG
1 f 2 lnF E Gˆ 2~r,N2!drG1E v~r!f f~r!dr.
~2.13!
Equations ~2.12! and ~2.13! are the same as those used in
previous SCF studies. Thus, the entropy computed in these
studies corresponds to the quantity S2F0 here. The angular
dependence of G¯ (r,N6)uh5h6, however, is not the only dif-
ference between our SCF study and previous SCF studies.
The result reported in Ref. 13 shows that, even if the angular
dependence of G¯ (r,N6)uh5h6 is suppressed, the sphere–
sphere geometry alone already makes the result totally dif-
ferent from those of previous SCF studies. Thus, geometry
plays an essential role. More specifically, while in previous
SCF studies the polymers are effectively confined in a rect-
angular box defined by the interparticle region, here they are
only partially confined and are allowed to escape from the
imaginary rectangular box. This difference is already enough
to make the behavior of the free energy and, hence, the force
law totally different.
III. INTERACTIONS BETWEEN POLYMER-COATED
NANOPARTICLES
Let us consider the symmetric system shown in Fig. 1:
Two spheres having same size, R15R25R , being covered
by equal number of homopolymers, f 15 f 25 f , of same
length N15N25N . With the excluded-volume interaction,Downloaded 01 Feb 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject toV(r2r8)5vd(r2r8), where v is excluded-volume param-
eter, the self-consistent field takes the form of the usual Ed-
wards approximation18
v~r!5vf~r!. ~3.1!
For this symmetric system, the free energy components E, S,
and F0 are given by
E5
v
2 E f f2~r!dr12vE f f~r!f01~r!dr, ~3.2!
S52 f lnF E G1~r,N !drG
1vE f f2~r!dr12vE f f~r!f01~r!dr, ~3.3!
and
F0522E f01~r!ln@G¯ ~r,N !#dr. ~3.4!
Hence, the expression for free energy per chain is
F/2 f 52 v4 f E f f2~r!dr2lnF E G1~r,N !drG
2
1
f E f01~r!ln@G¯ ~r,N !#dr. ~3.5!
In Eqs. ~3.2!–~3.5!, because of symmetry, f01(r) can be re-
placed with f0
2(r) and, simultaneously, G1(r,N) with
G2(r,N). Note that Eq. ~3.5! suggests that the free energy
per chain F/2 f is still a varying function of interparticle
distance D when f→0. Nevertheless, this does not mean that
the theory suggests that there is interaction between two bare
particles. It is easy to see that the free energy F as given in
Eq. ~2.11! vanishes when f→0, so the theory correctly pre-
dicts that bare spheres do not interact. That the free energy
per chain F/2 f does not vanish when f→0 is simply a con-
sequence of F/2 f becoming 0/0 as f→0.
FIG. 1. The symmetric system considered in Sec. III. h[D22R will be
used to measure the interparticle distance. Rotational symmetry with respect
to the axis that passes both sphere centers is assumed. AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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For convenience, take b51 and use h[D22R to mea-
sure the interparticle distance. Quantities E, S, F0 , and F
depend on interparticle distance h, sphere radius R, chain
length N, and the number of chains f. To be specific, we fixed
R and investigated the behavior of these quantities as func-
tions of f, N, and h. We will discuss in Sec. IV C how to map
our results to systems having different R. The reference state
can be chosen as the state with h52Nb , i.e., the state where
the chains grafted on different spheres must be fully
stretched in order for them to be in contact. Of course, in the
continuous SCF formulation adopted here, chains emanating
from different spheres still interact when h.2Nb . Neverthe-
less, the interaction at such a large separation is negligible. In
fact, it will be shown in Sec. III B 5 that F’0 if h@ANb .
The h-u meshes with Nh
15Nh
25Nh/2 ~see Part I! were
used in all calculations. Because the system is symmetric,
h152h2. Hence, according to Part I, the h-mesh is a uni-
form mesh
h i5
2h1
Nh
i , i52
Nh
2 ,fl ,0,fl ,
Nh
2 . ~3.6!
To compare free energies at different h, we required that the
mesh spacings, Dh and Du, and the step size Dn be fixed.
This is because, if Dh, Du, and Dn are fixed, the errors
involved in the quadrature ~see Appendix A of Part I! and in
the finite difference ~FD! method ~see Sec. III A of Part I!
remain the same when h varies. While it is easy to fix Du and
Dn , it is more complicated to fix Dh, because it is not al-
ways possible to fulfill the requirement that Nh be an integer
when h varies. Instead of determining Nh for a desired h, one
must determine h from the desired Nh . Because all the poly-
mers in the system are grafted, the criterion for the proper
choice of Nh is f(r)→0 when iri→‘ . It can be seen easily
from Eq. ~3.6! that if Nh is too small, on the largest circles
h5h61 of the mesh ~see Fig. 3 in Part I! the segment den-
sity f(r) at large iri will be too large. The choice of the
u-mesh size, Nu , is dictated by the precision of integral over
u in volume integral ~see Part I! and the resolution of the
FIG. 2. E/2 f for R55 and N550. The dashed curve is for the Gaussian
chain (v50), whereas the solid curves are for excluded-volume chains (v
51). If one draws a vertical line at h510, the solid curves crossing this line
are, from bottom, for chains with chain number f 51, 5, 30, 60, 150, and
300, respectively.Downloaded 01 Feb 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject tomesh. When Dh and Du are fixed, h cannot become too small
without violating the constraint f f
6(r,n)>0 for all n unless
a smaller Dn is used.
For all the calculations reported here, R55, Dh
50.016 462 ~giving Nh
15Nh
2580 when h510!, Nu560,
Dn50.025, and e5131026 ~e being the parameter for the
convergence criterion maxr uvnew(r)2v(r)u,e! were used.
Finer and coarser meshes were also used, but the essential
features of the results did not change, as long as the meshes
were not too coarse. Two chain lengths, N550 and N525,
were studied and v51 was used to simulate good solvents.
The radius of gyration Rg of an isolated free chain can be
computed following the procedure given in Part I. For the
chain lengths used, we found that Rg’3.31 for N550 and
Rg’2.25 for N525. Accordingly, the average distance be-
tween neighboring grafting sites is smaller than Rg if f >29
for N550 and if f >63 for N525. Assume that the grafted
segments cannot overlap, then the possible chain number is
bounded: f <4pR2/b2. Numerically, the largest accessible
chain number is limited by Dn , Dh, etc. For the set of pa-
FIG. 3. S/2 f for R55 and N550. The dashed curve is for the Gaussian
chain (v50), whereas the solid curves are for excluded-volume chains (v
51). If one draws a vertical line at h510, the solid curves crossing this line
are, from bottom, for chains with chain number f 51, 5, 30, 60, 150, and
300, respectively. The variation in the curve for the Gaussian chain is too
small to be discernible.
FIG. 4. F0/2 f for R55 and N550. The dashed curve is for the Gaussian
chain (v50), whereas the solid curves are in ascending order from bottom,
for excluded-volume chains (v51) with chain number f 51, 5, 30, 60, 150,
and 300, respectively. AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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while, the smallest h complying with the constraint
f6(r,n)>0 attainable in the calculations is about 2.1.
B. Results and analysis
The polymers are assumed to be uniformly grafted, so in
Eqs. ~2.5! and ~2.6! S(u)5s6 and K51/s6 were used.
Figures 2–5 and Figs. 6–9 plot E/2 f , S/2 f , F0/2 f , and
F/2 f for N550 and N525, respectively. Results for the
Gaussian chain (v50) are also included in these figures.
Note that, according to Eqs. ~3.2!–~3.5!, for the Gaussian
chain, E/2 f 50 and S/2 f , F0/2 f , and F/2 f are independent
of f.
The interaction, surprisingly, is not always repulsive, as
one might think according to the established principles for
steric stabilization.1–3 In fact, Figs. 5 and 9 show that the
interaction is purely attractive for small f. ~However, for
small f, an approximation implicitly assumed in our SCF
formulation will break down. This problem will be further
discussed in Sec. IV A 1.! For large f, the interaction is no
FIG. 5. F/2 f for R55 and N550. The dashed curve is for the Gaussian
chain (v50), whereas the solid curves are in ascending order from bottom,
for excluded-volume chains (v51) with chain number f 51, 5, 30, 60, 150,
and 300, respectively. The interaction is purely attractive if the chain num-
ber is lower than a threshold value located between f 55 and f 51.
FIG. 6. E/2 f for R55 and N525. The dashed curve is for the Gaussian
chain (v50), whereas the solid curves are in ascending order from bottom,
for excluded-volume chains (v51) with chain number f 510, 15, 30, 60,
150, and 300, respectively.Downloaded 01 Feb 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject tolonger purely attractive. The maximum chain number f m that
the interaction remains purely attractive is 1< f m<5 for N
550 and 10< f m<15 for N525. Above f m , the interaction
becomes repulsive over some distances and the repulsive
part grows more significant as the number of chains f in-
creases. Nevertheless, the attractive part survives even when
the spheres are densely grafted ( f 5300), so the free energy
per chain has a minimum Fmin/2 f at h5hmin for all f
> f m . The origin of this attractive interaction will be ana-
lyzed in the following.
1. Enthalpy E
Equation ~2.1! suggests that the enthalpy given by Eq.
~3.2! can be regarded as an analogue of the overlap integral
in quantum mechanics.19 As the segment ‘‘clouds’’ increas-
ingly overlap when the interparticle distance h decreases, the
enthalpy is expected to increase monotonically. Curves in
Figs. 2 and 6 confirm this expectation. However, unexpect-
edly, the enthalpy for systems with large chain number be-
gins to decrease when h becomes smaller than a critical dis-
tance where the enthalpy reaches its maximum. This is
FIG. 7. S/2 f for R55 and N525. The dashed curve is for the Gaussian
chain (v50), whereas the solid curves are in ascending order from bottom,
for excluded-volume chains (v51) with chain number f 510, 15, 30, 60,
150, and 300, respectively. The variation in the curve for the Gaussian chain
is too small to be discernible.
FIG. 8. F0/2 f for R55 and N525. The dashed curve is for the Gaussian
chain (v50), whereas the solid curves are in ascending order from bottom,
for excluded-volume chains (v51) with chain number f 510, 15, 30, 60,
150, and 300, respectively. AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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the segment density is high, can allocate their free ends out-
side the interparticle region, where the segment density is
lower. We will further discuss this phenomenon in Sec.
III B 3. Figures 2 and 6 also show that, before the enthalpy
per chain E/2 f reaches a maximum and begins to decrease
upon decreasing h, it is approximately proportional to f,
namely, E} f 2 approximately. This is consistent with the pre-
diction of Eqs. ~2.8! and ~3.2!.
2. Conformation entropy S
Figures 3 and 7 show that when the interparticle distance
h decreases, the conformation entropy S for excluded-
volume chains monotonically increases over a wide range of
interparticle distance. This is a consequence of the spherical
geometry of the particle and the redistribution of segment
density upon decreasing h. For convenience, dividing each
particle into two halves; the half facing the approaching par-
ticle will be called ‘‘front half’’ and the other ‘‘rear half.’’
Now focus on one sphere and consider a chain A grafted on
its front half and a chain B on its rear half. When h de-
creases, A deforms toward the rear half in response to the
increasing segment density in the interparticle region. The
increasing presence of A in the rear half in turn, like domino
toppling, stretches B, which claims spaces that were not
originally occupied by B. Because of the spherical geometry,
the newly occupied spaces give B’s segments near the free
end more degrees of freedom than those the segments near
the grafting site lose. When the total loss is over-
compensated by the gain, the chain conformation entropy S
increases. This ‘‘domino toppling mechanism’’ is operated by
the excluded-volume interaction. Thus, if this mechanism is
in action, the last term in Eq. ~2.7! will give dominant con-
tribution to the chain conformation entropy. This is sup-
ported by Figs. 2, 3, 6, and 7: S is very close to 2E , indicat-
ing that the last term in Eq. ~2.7! dominates. When the
strength of the excluded-volume interaction, v , diminishes,
the domino toppling mechanism becomes weaker until it
FIG. 9. F/2 f for R55 and N525. The dashed curve is for the Gaussian
chain (v50), whereas the solid curves are in ascending order from bottom,
for excluded-volume chains (v51) with chain number f 510, 15, 30, 60,
150, and 300, respectively. When the chain number f increases, the interac-
tion remains purely attractive until f is greater than a threshold around f
515.Downloaded 01 Feb 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject tovanishes for the Gaussian chain. The entropy change associ-
ated with the change in solvent quality can be very dramatic,
in nature as well as in quantity. For example, consider the
system with f 5300 in Fig. 3. The conformation entropy for
the Gaussian chain, show in a finer scale in Fig. 10, de-
creases as h decreases while that for the excluded-volume
chain increases. In other words, the nature of the conforma-
tion entropy as a function of decreasing distance changes
from monotonically decreasing to monotonically increasing
as the solvent quality changes from v50 to v51. In terms
of quantitative changes, Fig. 3 shows that, as the solvent
quality changes from a theta solvent to a good solvent, the
gain in conformation entropy S can be as large as 600kBT .
When the interparticle distance h becomes smaller, the
perturbed chains in the front half of a sphere will find it
increasingly more comfortable to deform themselves for-
ward, i.e., toward the rear half of the other sphere. As h
decreases this effect will gradually dominate the effect of
domino toppling mechanism, leading to the phenomenon dis-
cussed in next section.
3. ‘‘Escape transition’’
At small h and large f, as h decreases, both enthalpy E
~Figs. 2 and 6! and entropy S ~Figs. 3 and 7! begin to de-
crease after they reach maxima. This is because when h is
small, polymers grafted on the front half can escape from the
interparticle region, where segment density f(r) is high, by
circumventing the other sphere. By escaping from the inter-
particle region, they can allocate their free ends in regions
where the segment density f(r) is lower, for example, near
the rear half of the other sphere. This, however, will require
that the portions near the grafted ends be greatly stretched. If
the energy needed to stretch these portions is affordable, the
enthalpy E begins to decrease. Meanwhile, since this stretch-
ing costs entropy, the system’s entropy S will begin to de-
crease. This is similar to the ‘‘escape transition’’ noted in
Ref. 20, which studies the interaction between small particles
and a flat plane covered by end-grafted polymers. Figure 11
plots the distribution of the free chain-ends associated with
one of the spheres for the system with f 530 and N550.
This figure clearly shows that the free chain-ends that have
FIG. 10. Enlarged Fig. 3. The curves shown in this plot are for the Gaussian
chain (v50), and for excluded-volume chains (v51) with chain number
f 51, 5, and 10. ~The curve for f 510 was not shown explicitly in Fig. 3.! AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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half of the other sphere, where the segment density is lower
than that in the interparticle region. Note that, as shown in
Fig. 12, the escaped free chain-ends can also settle in the
plane that bisects h, where the segment density is also lower.
In other words, while some chains only attempt to circum-
vent the other sphere some chains try to circumvent the
dense segment cloud of the other sphere as well. Therefore,
the distribution of segment density also swells in the direc-
FIG. 11. The distribution of the free chain-ends associated with the sphere
on the right. The semi-circles are the sphere surfaces. R55, N550, f
530, and h’2.1. The upper panel shows side view. Obviously, the free
chain-ends have escaped from the interparticle region. The bell-shaped pro-
file seen in the rear half of the sphere is similar to those obtained in Ref. 21.
The lower panel shows top view. That some chains manage to circumvent
the other sphere can be seen easily from this panel.
FIG. 12. Chains with free ends escaping from the interparticle region
~shaded! can settle their free ends in the rear half of the other sphere, e.g.,
the chains in solid line, or in the plane ~gray line! bisecting the interparticle
region, e.g., the chains in dashed line.Downloaded 01 Feb 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject totion perpendicular to the center-to-center direction. This
swelling can be more easily seen from Fig. 13, for the system
with f 5300 and N550.
For larger f, because the unperturbed chains ~at h→‘!
already have the portions near the grafted ends greatly
stretched, which enable the chains extend farther, it becomes
easier for these chains to circumvent the other sphere. And,
because the unperturbed chains extend farther in systems
with larger f, the escape transition will take place earlier, at
larger h. This explains why in Figs. 2 and 3 the interparticle
distance at which the transition takes place ~i.e., where the
enthalpy and entropy reach maxima! is larger in the system
with f 5300 than in the system with f 5150. Because the
smallest h attainable in our calculations is about 2.1, the
escape transition is seen in Figs. 2, 3, 6, and 7 only in sys-
tems with high f.
4. Pinning energy F0
Now consider the behavior of the pinning energy F0 .
According to Sec. II, ln G¯ (r,N6)uh5h6 is the entropy loss
when the end segment is being pinned onto the sphere sur-
face. For simplicity, consider a Gaussian chain of length N
confined in two parallel walls at x50 and x5h . For this
one-dimensional system, G¯ (r,N) can be found easily. The
probability of finding the chain end on the wall at x5« ~«
prescribing DiMarzio’s method of imposing the Dirichlet
boundary condition—see Part I; «!h! is given by
G¯ ~« ,N !5
4«
h (l50
‘
expF2 p2~2l11 !2Nb26h2 G . ~3.7!
FIG. 13. The distribution of the free chain-ends associated with the sphere
located on the right, view from side ~upper panel! and from top ~lower
panel!. The sphere surfaces are delineated by the semi-circles. R55, N
550, f 5300, and h’2.2 and the density scale in this figure is different
from that in Fig. 11. Note that the free chain-ends are excluded near the
sphere surfaces, forming an excluded zone ~Ref. 22!. Closer to the interpar-
ticle region, the excluded zone extends farther away from the sphere surface
and the segment density swells in the direction normal to the center-to-
center vector. AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2ln h, namely, the change in entropy when the end segment
is being grafted is smaller if the chain already has been more
confined by the walls. In terms of free energy, F0;ln h, so
we can say that it takes less energy to keep the grafted seg-
ment fixed on the sphere surface when the chain is less mo-
bile due to confinement.
For planar walls, as discussed in Sec. II, the effect of
G¯ (r,N) on F0 will be exactly canceled by its effect on S
through the initial condition of G6(r,N) @see Eq. ~2.6!#. This
can be understood in physical terms as follows. Because of
the planar geometry, all physical quantities are uniform on
planes parallel to the walls, i.e., they do not vary in the
direction parallel to the walls. The probability for the grafted
segments to arrive at the walls is equal everywhere on the
walls, and the starting probability is the same regardless of
where the grafted chains start on the walls. Therefore, it is
unnecessary to consider F0 explicitly, nor is it necessary to
weigh the starting probabilities of the grafted chains accord-
ing to the likelihood that the grafted segments arrive at the
grafting sites. However, this will not be the case if the walls
are replaced by spheres. Because of the sphere–sphere ge-
ometry, the grafted segments arrive at the sphere surfaces
with unequal probabilities and it makes difference in the
chain-end distribution whether the chain starts in the rear
half or in the front half ~see Sec. III B 2 for the definitions of
‘‘rear half’’ and ‘‘front half’’!. It is therefore necessary to
explicitly consider F0 that accounts for the variation, over
the sphere surfaces, in the energy needed to pin the grafted
segments, and to properly weigh the starting probability of
the grafted chains.
For the system with two spheres grafted by homopoly-
mers, because the polymers are confined by curved walls, the
behavior of F0 for the Gaussian chain will be similar to,
though not exactly the same as, what is given above: F0
;ln h. This is confirmed in Figs. 4 and 8, where for the
Gaussian chain F0 decreases monotonically, like ln h, as h
decreases. Now turn on the excluded-volume interaction. In
addition to the effect of confinement considered above, the
chain ends now also find it more difficult to reach the sur-
faces close to the interparticle region because these surfaces
are more strongly shielded by the excluded-volume interac-
tion. At large interparticle distances, the entire sphere sur-
faces are evenly shielded, so the situation is the same as that
of the Gaussian chain, where the surfaces are equally un-
shielded and, like the case of the Gaussian chain, the effect
of confinement is dominant. At shorter distances, however,
the dense segment density in the interparticle region repels
segments, so it takes more energy to bring the grafted seg-
ments through the dense segment clouds to the front half and
pin them there. This makes the effect of excluded-volume
interaction more important than the effect of confinement.
Therefore, as shown in Figs. 4 and 8, as a function of de-
creasing h, F0/2 f decreases, due to the confinement effect, at
large h, and then increases, due to excluded-volume effect, at
smaller h. Because the denser the segment density in the
interparticle region is, the more difficult and more energy-
costing it is to pin the grafted segments in the front half,Downloaded 01 Feb 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject toF0/2 f at all distances increases when the chain number f
increases.
At very small h, as discussed in Sec. III B 3, the escape
transition takes place and the effect of excluded-volume in-
teraction reduces. Since F0 is dominated by the effect of
excluded-volume interaction at small distances, the transition
will manifest itself in F0 as well. This is confirmed in Fig. 4.
Whereas the enthalpy E and the conformation entropy S
readily respond to the reduction in the effect of excluded-
volume interaction, because they are dominated by the over-
all segment–segment interaction energy ~see the discussion
in Sec. III B 2!, the pinning energy F0 shows a slight delay
~i.e., compared to E and S, F0 begins to decrease at smaller
h!, because it depends on the overall segment–segment in-
teraction energy in a more complicated way. In Fig. 8 the
effect of the transition is not seen simply because it has been
delayed to distances smaller than the minimum accessible
distance ~’2.1!.
Equation ~3.7! also implies that at very small distances,
«!h!ANb , the pinning energy becomes repulsive: F0
;1/h2. The regime where this repulsive part becomes domi-
nant will be wider if the size of the chain grows bigger.
Longer chains certainly have bigger sizes. The chain also
swells when the effect of excluded-volume interaction gets
stronger, due to higher segment density, as the chain number
f increases. In fact, before the escape transition occurs, the
behavior of F0 in Figs. 4 and 8 can be explained in terms of
growing chain size at larger N or f. If smaller h could be
reached in Figs. 4 and 8, curves for small f and for the
Gaussian chain would exhibit increasing F0 as well.
5. Free energy
The behavior of the free energy F results from a com-
plicated combination of all the effects discussed above. We
first discuss its asymptotic behavior. At large h the segment
clouds overlap very little, so we can ignore the first term in
the right side of Eq. ~3.5!, that is, we can forget in Eqs.
~3.2!–~3.4! terms proportional to v . Figures 5 and 9 show
that F→0, even though F0;ln h, at large h. Recall Eqs. ~2.6!
and ~3.3!. At large h, S;2ln h. Thus, it is the complete
cancellation of the ln h dependence of S and of F0 that makes
F→0. As discussed in Sec. III B 4, at large h, we may write
G¯ (r,N)uwall;C(R/h)/h , where C(R/h) is a prefactor whose
polar-angle dependence is a function of R/h . ~The depen-
dence of the prefactor on N is suppressed.! The cancellation
is complete at large h because h is so large that the prefactor
C(R/h) is nearly a constant. At smaller h the variation of
C(R/h) is stronger, so the cancellation becomes incomplete.
Since in Eq. ~3.3! the polar-angle dependence of C(R/h) is
smeared by diffusion while it is directly integrated in Eq.
~3.4!, it is expected that F0 dictates the h-dependence of F.
The curves for the Gaussian chain in Figs. 5 and 9 confirm
this.
At smaller distances, the segment clouds begin to over-
lap and, besides the effect of confinement, we must consider
the effect of the excluded-volume interaction. If it is not
strong, for example, in systems with small f or N, the behav-
ior of the free energy will still be dominated by the effect of AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Gaussian chain. Therefore, the interaction will be purely at-
tractive over the entire accessible range of interparticle dis-
tance. ~The problem associated with small f will be further
discussed in Sec. IV A 1.! If the effect of the excluded-
volume interaction is stronger, for example, in systems with
larger f or N, the behavior of F will deviate more from that of
the Gaussian chain. When the interparticle distance h de-
creases, while E2S decreases, due to the domino toppling
mechanism, until the escape transition sets in, F0 decreases
until the effect of confinement is overwhelmed by the effect
of excluded-volume interaction. Since the escape transition
occurs at very small h, there exists an interval in which both
E2S and F0 decrease. That is, there exists an interval in
which the free energy F decreases and the force is attractive.
Closely inspecting Figs. 5 and 9 confirms that this interval
does exist, although it cannot be readily seen in these figures
because of the scale used. In Fig. 14 we plot the distance
hmin where the free energy per chain F/2 f reaches an attrac-
tive minimum, Fmin/2 f . Comparing this figure with Figs. 2
and 6 shows that the minimum takes place before the effect
of excluded-volume interaction becomes pronounced. Figure
15 plots the distribution of free-segment density f f(r) at h
’hmin for the system with N550 and f 530. This figure
shows that the minimum occurs when the segment clouds
have just begun to overlap, namely, when the effect of
excluded-volume interaction is about to overwhelm the ef-
fect of confinement.
As far as the effect of excluded-volume interaction is
concerned, decreasing N at fixed f is like decreasing f at fixed
N. Therefore, to prevent the force from being purely attrac-
tive, one should enhance the effect of excluded-volume in-
teraction by using longer chains or higher grafting densities
or both. Figures 5 and 9 show that shorter chains need more
chains to establish repulsion. Figure 16 plots the minimum
free energy per chain Fmin/2 f as a function of surface cov-
erage G[ f Nb2/4pR2. This figure suggests that, at fixed sur-
face coverage or chain number, when N decreases the mini-
mum Fmin/2 f also decreases ~becomes more negative!, until
FIG. 14. hmin as a function of chain number f. Straight lines connecting
points are drawn to guide the eye. Systems with negative free energy at the
smallest distance h’2.1 are excluded, so the chain numbers in this plot are
f 510, 15, 20, 30, 45, 60, 150, and 300 ~corresponding to the points from
left to right! for N550 and f 530, 45, 60, 150, and 300 for N525.Downloaded 01 Feb 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject toFmin/2 f can no longer be defined ~because the interaction
eventually will become purely attractive! for all f <300. This
is because at large h, F is dominated by the behavior of ln h,
so the minimum decreases when hmin becomes smaller as N
decreases. As discussed above, at distances larger than a dis-
tance h0;AN , F’0. Since Eq. ~3.5! shows that F→0 as
N→0, we conclude that if N further decreases, h0 will be-
come smaller than hmin and Fmin/2 f will stop decreasing and
begin to diminish to zero. However, when N is too small, the
chain cannot be regarded as a polymer over the scale of the
length unit, b. ~Note that, due to sampling accuracy, smaller
FIG. 15. The distribution of total free-segment density f f(r). R55, N
550, f 530, and h’21.4, where the free energy reaches its minimum Fmin .
The upper panel ~with a vertical scale different from that of Fig. 11! and the
lower panel are views from side and from top, respectively. This figure
shows that, at h5hmin where F5Fmin , the segment clouds have begun to
overlap ~upper panel!, but the spheres are not yet very closely in contact.
FIG. 16. Fmin/2 f as a function of surface coverage G5 f Nb2/4pR2.
Straight lines connecting points are drawn to guide the eye. Systems with
negative free energy at the smallest distance h’2.1 are excluded, so the
chain numbers in this plot are f 510, 15, 20, 30, 45, 60, 150, and 300
~corresponding to the points from left to right! for N550 and f 530, 45, 60,
150, and 300 for N525. AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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behavior.!
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Approximations and their limitations
Two approximations have been used in Sec. III. The
first, hereafter called continuous grafting-site approximation,
assumes that the grafting sites are continuously distributed
on the surfaces. The second, the Edwards approximation,
assumes that the self-consistent field v(r) has the form given
in Eq. ~3.1!. These approximations, being reasonably good in
many cases, may break down in various extreme cases. Thus,
it is necessary to understand their limitations before we dis-
cuss the connection between the result reported in Sec. III
and experiments.
1. Continuous grafting-site approximation
It has been implicitly assumed, both in this paper and in
Part I, that the grafting sites are continuously distributed on
the sphere surfaces. While at high surface coverage this ap-
proximation is reasonable, it becomes questionable at low
surface coverage because the discrete nature of the grafting
sites cannot be ignored. It is beyond the scope of this paper
to discuss quantitatively when and how badly the assumption
will fail at low surface coverage. Qualitatively, the require-
ment for this assumption to be valid is that the ratio of gy-
ration radius be greater than the average distance between
the neighboring grafting sites, i.e., G>6. Figures 5 and 9
show that the interaction is purely attractive at very low sur-
face coverage: G,0.13 for N550 and G,0.20 for N525.
Accordingly, when the calculated interaction becomes purely
attractive, the approximation probably is already far from
justified.
In principle, when the continuous grafting-site approxi-
mation becomes inadequate, the discrete grafting sites can be
simulated within our formulation by properly choosing the
angular distribution function S~u! @or S~u,f! if one wishes to
study the problem three-dimensionally# in Eq. ~2.5!. For ex-
ample, if each sphere is grafted by one chain at each pole,
i.e., f 52, S~u! can be chosen as
S~u!52ucos uu,
or
S~u!5c0 expF2 u22s02G1cp expF2 ~u2p!
2
2sp
2 G ,
where c0 , cp and s0 , sp are normalization constants and
distribution widths, respectively. However, there is yet an-
other problem: The two spheres can have different orienta-
tions when they collide. Thus, an average over different ori-
entations must be included.
2. Edwards approximation
The Edwards approximation, Eq. ~3.1!, is known to be
valid only when the segment density is low.18 When the seg-
ment density is high, Eq. ~3.1! should be either augmented
by higher-order terms or replaced with the Flory–Huggins
expression.18 For the systems studied in Sec. III, when theDownloaded 01 Feb 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject tointerparticle distance h is small, the segment density in the
interparticle region may be so high that the Edwards approxi-
mation becomes invalid. Because the segment–segment in-
teraction is expected to be stronger if the higher-order terms
or the Flory–Huggins expression is used, the effect of
excluded-volume interaction at small h should be stronger.
This will affect the location, or even the existence, of the
escape transition. On the other hand, at large distances, if the
chain number f is large, the Edwards approximation may also
break down somewhere near the sphere surfaces. However,
we expect that the domino toppling mechanism and the ef-
fect of confinement will survive when the higher-order terms
are included or when the Flory–Huggins expression is used.
This is because the domino toppling mechanism only relies
on the existence of excluded-volume interaction, but not its
magnitude ~see Sec. III B 2!, and the effect of confinement at
large h is independent of the excluded-volume interaction.
Thus, the attractive interaction will survive as well, only the
depth of the attractive well may become more shallow, i.e.,
curves in Fig. 16 may move upward.
Another situation in which Eq. ~3.1! becomes question-
able is when v is small, because higher-order interactions no
longer can be ignored. If the higher-order interactions had
been included in Sec. III, there would have been an effective
excluded-volume interaction even for the Gaussian chain.
This is what one should bear in mind when the result for the
Gaussian chain (v50) in Sec. III is compared with experi-
ments performed in theta solvents.23 Since the Gaussian-
chain case studied in Sec. III does not correspond to poly-
mers in theta solvent, nor polymers in good solvent (v
51), it is difficult to compare it with experiments, and only
results for excluded-volume chains will be discussed in the
following.
B. Comparison with van der Waals interactions
In real systems, besides the attractive interaction pre-
dicted in Sec. III B, we must consider the omnipresent van
der Waals interaction as well. Let us assume for the moment
that the effect of retardation can be ignored and compute the
magnitude of the van der Waals interaction between two bare
particles. As given in Ref. 2, the van der Waals interaction F
between the two particles depicted in Fig. 1 is given by
F52
A
6 F 2R
2
h~h14R ! 1
2R2
~h12R !2 1ln
h~h14R !
~h12R !2 G . ~4.1!
The Hamaker constant A for various systems have been ac-
curately determined in Ref. 24: A51.3310220 J’3kBT for
polystyrene across water; A’1.0310219 J’24kBT for gold
across water; A53.0310219 J’72kBT for copper across
water. Table I compares the predicted attractive interaction F
with F at hmin , where F achieves its minimum Fmin . The
effect of retardation sets in when h is greater than 10 nm
(510b if b51 nm)2. However, as shown in Ref. 25 for in-
teracting polystyrene spheres in water, this effect is not
strong, so Eq. ~4.1! in general gives sufficiently accurate re-
sults. Table I shows that the attraction between particles will
be remarkably enhanced by end-grafted homopolymers.
Nevertheless, as shown in Figs. 5 and 9, because the AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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shorter interparticle distances when the number of chains f is
not too small, this enhancement of attractive interaction does
not result in flocculation. According to the discussion in Sec.
III B, the rear half of the sphere plays a crucial role in stabi-
lizing the system. Therefore, instead of forming a multipar-
ticle aggregate, where the rear half of the sphere is also con-
fined owing to the presence of other particles in the
aggregate, a more likely consequence of the joint action of
the homopolymer-induced attraction and the van der Waals
interaction is dimerization. We shall return to this point in
Sec. IV E.
If the number of chains is so small that the
homopolymer-induced interaction is purely attractive, the
particles will begin to aggregate. Because the aggregation
can be attributed to grafting density being too low to produce
a repulsive force that is stronger than the attractive van der
Waals force, but it also can be attributed to the force induced
by polymers being attractive as well, it is difficult to un-
equivocally distinguish the homopolymer-induced interac-
tion from the van der Waals interaction. If we assume that
the continuous grafting-site approximation still holds, the
only means to distinguish them seems to be quantitative
measurement, which is very difficult. ~However, as men-
tioned above, we shall discuss in Sec. IV E possible ways to
examine the existence of the homopolymer-induced attrac-
tion.!
C. Micron-sized particles
The main difference between the system studied here
and those considered in the conventional theory and previous
SCF studies is the particle size: here nanoparticles are our
concern whereas in the conventional theory and previous
SCF studies the particles are basically micron-sized. While it
has been concluded previously that the interaction is purely
repulsive, our results find that the interaction not only can be
attractive at large distances and repulsive at intermediate dis-
tances, but also can become purely attractive. Since experi-
mental results obtained so far suggest that the conventional
theory is correct, if our results are correct as well, some
immediate questions arise: Why did not experiments find
evidence for the existence of the predicted attractive interac-
tion? How can the entirely different results, of the conven-
tional theory and of ours, be reconciled with each other?
TABLE I. Magnitudes of the predicted attractive interaction and of the van
der Waals interaction at h5hmin (N550). The Hamaker constant A for
polystyrene ~PS! spheres in water is taken to be 3.16kBT and 24.3kBT for
gold spheres in water.
f hmin
Fmin
~in kBT!
F(hmin)/kBT
for PS–water–PS
F(hmin)/kBT
for gold–water–gold
5 11.18 20.583 1.4131023 1.0931022
10 14.93 20.844 4.7531024 3.6531023
30 21.39 21.56 1.0831024 8.2831024
60 26.17 22.30 4.4231025 3.3931024
150 33.09 23.99 1.4931025 1.1431024
300 39.00 26.52 6.7631026 5.2031025Downloaded 01 Feb 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject to1. Preliminary consideration
To answer the questions posed above, we must know
first what our results do and, more importantly, do not sug-
gest for micron-sized particles. As shown in Appendix A,
meaningful comparison and correct inference is possible
only when physical quantities are properly transformed ac-
cording to Eq. ~A1!. We start from the five parameters, b, R,
N, f, and v , that define the system studied in Sec. III. Since
we want to maintain the good solvent condition, v must be
fixed. The other parameter to be fixed can be b, f, N, R, or
their combinations such as grafting density s[ f /4pR2. Be-
cause we want to know the effect of changing sphere size, as
discussed above, we can choose to fix Nb, the contour length
of the polymer in the relative scale defined by the segment
size. According to Appendix A, fixing v and Nb results in
Ra
R 5A
N
Na
5Abab 5S f af D
1/7
5S GaG D
1/7
, ~4.2!
fa~ra!5faS RaR rD5S RaR D
2
f~r!,
~4.3!Ra /ba
R/b 5
R
Ra
.
Therefore, it is nearly impossible to map the nanoparticle
system to any microparticle system. For example, because
the segment size grows quadratically with R, Na soon be-
comes so small that the polymeric nature of the chain is lost.
This shows that our results do not suggest, quantitatively,
much about the interaction between microparticles. In fact,
this is not surprising. The phenomena, such as domino top-
pling mechanism, discussed in this paper are possible in mi-
croparticle system only over a length scale about mm. Over
such a length scale, the polymeric nature of most polymers
has already lost, so it is impossible to map the nanoparticle
system treated here to the microparticle system treated pre-
viously. Nevertheless, the qualitative features discussed in
Sec. III should remain true in systems composed of micro-
particles. Thus, one can expect that the attractive interaction
exists in these systems as well. The problem is, as mentioned
at the end of Appendix A, the attraction may not be strong
enough for the experiment to detect.
2. Kinetic consideration
Although it is expected that, according to the conven-
tional theory,1–3 the interaction between particles coated by
end-grafted homopolymers should be purely repulsive, our
result predicts attractive interactions at large distances. This
paradox is resolved when the time needed to reach equilib-
rium segment distribution is taken into account. The conven-
tional theory and previous SCF studies, ignoring polymers
grafted outside the interparticle region, assume that the sys-
tem can be regarded as two interacting planar brushes. In
planar brushes, the grafted polymers on average can deform
only along the direction perpendicular to the plane, but not
along the lateral direction. This is equivalent to assuming
that, in the case of polymer-coated spheres, the segment dis-
tribution of each sphere remains to be spherically symmetric
at all interparticle distances. In other words, the perturbation AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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obviously false and, as our SCF calculation demonstrates
~e.g., Figs. 11 and 13!, the segment density will not be
spherically symmetric under perturbations. When the free
chain-ends of the perturbed polymers are allowed to deform
along the lateral direction, they will leave the interparticle
region and affect polymers grafted outside, which in turn will
affect polymers grafted farther away from the interparticle
region ~similar to the ‘‘domino toppling mechanism’’ dis-
cussed in Sec. III B 2!. Therefore, the perturbation introduced
by the presence of the other sphere and its associated seg-
ment density will propagate all over the sphere surface. The
new equilibrium segment distribution is established through
this process.
Let the time needed to complete this process and to es-
tablish a new equilibrium be teq and the longest time over
which the change in the interparticle distance remains negli-
gible be t¯ . If the system has sufficient time, i.e., if t¯@teq ,
after the new equilibrium is established, the interaction will
be what is predicted here. On the other hand, if t¯!teq , the
new equilibrium segment density will not be achieved and
the interaction will be approximated by that between two
planar brushes. In colloidal suspensions, t¯ is determined by
the Brownian motion of particles. Hesselink has estimated
the time for two Brownian particles to approach each other
by a distance about the thickness d of the polymer layer.26
Because t¯ is defined here for a distance much shorter ~the
predicted attractive interaction exists in a narrow interval of
h! than the layer thickness d, Hesselink’s estimation must be
modified. Assuming that the distance is less than 0.1d, we
estimate that t¯ is probably less than 1 ms in solvents with
viscosity <1 P. It is more difficult to estimate teq . Hesselink
also has estimated the time needed to rearrange local con-
figurations. Adopting this estimation and including the time
needed to propagate the perturbation all over the sphere, we
conclude that it is likely that t¯,teq or even t¯!teq . There-
fore, the conventional wisdom that end-grafted homopoly-
mers are good stabilizers is correct only in a kinetic sense,
but not in an equilibrium sense, and it is unlikely for experi-
ments performed in colloidal suspensions to observe attrac-
tive interactions predicted in Sec. III.
3. Connection with experiments
As discussed in Sec. IV C 2, Brownian motion consti-
tutes a big hurdle to experimentally observing our results. To
cross this hurdle, the time needed for the polymers to estab-
lish new equilibrium, teq , must be shortened. Although it is
difficult to obtain the precise dependence of teq on the chain
length, surface coverage, etc., it is reasonable to assume that,
with surface coverage and chain length being fixed, the
speed with which the perturbation is propagated is constant
and, therefore, teq}R: The time needed will be shorter when
R is smaller. When R becomes very small, entering the na-
nometer regime, teq may have chance to become smaller than
the Brownian time t¯ , which approximately scales as R1d
5R(11d/R). Then, there will be chances to observe our
SCF results experimentally.Downloaded 01 Feb 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject toThere exists a class of experiments where the Brownian
motion is eliminated and the polymers have sufficient time to
achieve equilibrium distribution at all distances. This is the
‘‘crossed mica-cylinder’’ experiments.2,3 However, the ge-
ometry of crossed cylinders is completely different from the
geometry of two spheres. As discussed in Sec. III B 2, what
happens in the rear half of the sphere is crucial to the increas-
ing entropy seen in Figs. 3 and 7. It is unclear if this happens
and, if it does, how much the entropy is increased, in the
cross-cylinder geometry. Thus, these experiments are irrel-
evant.
One possible way to greatly reduce Brownian motion
while keeping the geometry of the sphere–sphere system is
to attach the two spheres to rigid narrow rods whose posi-
tions can be precisely controlled. Nanotubes and stiff linear
molecules are possible candidates. The sphere–sphere geom-
etry will be preserved provided the sphere is bigger than the
radius of the rod.
D. Star polymers
On the other extreme of the length scale lies star poly-
mers. They can be considered as extra-small colloidal par-
ticles coated by end-grafted polymers, whose stabilization
has been considered by Witten and Pincus.12 Using scaling
argument they show that grafted polymers impart a purely
repulsive force, whose magnitude is }1/h . The argument is
valid only for very long chains and for extremely high graft-
ing densities, so systems with shorter chains or lower graft-
ing densities, i.e., those considered here, lie outside the
Witten–Pincus regime. For this reason, it is not strange that
our SCF results do not follow their prediction. We note that,
however, like the conventional theory, the Witten–Pincus
theory implicitly assumes that the segment density remains
to be isotropic, with respect to the sphere, under perturba-
tions. As discussed in Sec. IV C 2, this is not true and is
responsible for the difference between our results and the
conventional theory. Therefore, even if the Witten–Pincus
regime can be reached computationally, it is unlikely for our
SCF approach to reproduce their result.
Now let us ask the same question that we asked in Sec.
IV C 1: What do and what do not our results suggest for star
polymers? To avoid making the segment size too small, here
we fix the solvent quality v and segment size b. Consider the
mapping between the system considered in Sec. III and an
f s-arm star polymer, each arm being composed of Ns seg-
ments, with Rs50.5b . Equations ~A2! and ~A3! give
Ns5
N
100 , f s510f , fsS r10D5100f~r!. ~4.4!
Although the last equation implies that the Edwards approxi-
mation is likely to fail, so our results cannot be applied to
star polymers, we can proceed a little farther. Equation ~4.4!
shows that, to study star polymers, longer N should have
been used in Sec. III. According to Figs. 5, 9, 14, and 16,
longer N results in larger hmin , smaller Fmin/2 f , and smaller
f m ~the maximum chain number with which the interaction
remains purely attractive!. Therefore, f m for star polymers
probably will be less than one and the depth of the attractive AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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mers are not suitable for experimentally observing our
prediction.27
E. Nanoparticles
1. Validity of the Derjaguin approximation
Between the micron-sized particles and star polymers
discussed above lie the nanoparticles. We have argued in
Sec. IV C that, because of kinetic reason, the conventional
approach1–4 using flat planes is satisfactory. For small par-
ticles, the Derjaguin approximation has been used to improve
the conventional approach.11 Since the Derjaguin approxima-
tion is applicable only when the interparticle distance is
much smaller than the size of the sphere,2,3 i.e. when h
!R , the refinement of the conventional approach using the
Derjaguin approximation apparently will become more and
more inadequate when the particle size R approaches to the
range of h over which the grafted chains interact.
Therefore, not only is our approach a new way of study-
ing the interaction between polymer-coated particles, but it
also is the correct way for nanoparticles. As an estimation,
the typical thickness of the polymer coat is 20–40 nm, so the
Derjaguin approximation is expected to become completely
invalid when R<100 nm. We assert that for R<100 nm our
method is the only meaningful approach.
2. Implication of the polymer-induced attractive
forces
Consider nanoparticles stabilized by homopolymer dis-
persants. A consequence of the attractive interaction is that
these nanoparticles will keep merging into bigger particles
until the aggregate becomes so big that t¯!teq , that is, as
discussed in Sec. IV C 2, the Brownian time is too short to
establish the equilibrium segment density. The effect of ho-
mopolymer dispersants on the size of nanoparticles has been
experimentally studied in Ref. 28. It was found that the size
of nanoparticle decreases when ~1! the dispersant concentra-
tion ~} f here! increases or ~2! the molecular weight ~}N
here! of the dispersant increases. Result reported here is con-
sistent with these observations: Larger f tends to make chains
more entangled, which increases teq , and, as shown in Fig.
16, increasing N decreases uFminu, which makes aggregation
more difficult to occur.29 Figures 5 and 9 imply that it may
be possible to tune the attraction, therefore, to control the
equilibrium distance, between nanoparticles by adjusting f,
R, and N. This will allow us to manufacture nanoparticles of
desired sizes. Also, note that, with a proper combination of f,
N, and R, the force between two particles can become nearly
zero over a wide range of distances. For example, Fig. 9
suggests that for N525 this will be possible for f lies some-
where between 10 and 15.
Unlike the micron-sized particles discussed in Sec. IV C,
nanoparticles are less susceptible to the kinetic effect. There-
fore, provided the grafting density is not too high and the
particle is not so small that the consideration in Sec. IV D
applies, we expect that the homopolymer-induced attractive
interaction should be observable. As discussed in Sec. IV B,
when the homopolymer-induced interaction is not purely at-
tractive, dimerization is more likely to occur than aggrega-Downloaded 01 Feb 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject totion. The data in Table I suggest that, because the strength of
the ‘‘bond’’ in the dimer is comparable to the thermal energy,
a non-negligible fraction of dimers formed will dissociate
back to individual polymer-coated particles. Hence, in prin-
ciple, if the segment density of the interacting particles has
sufficient time to reach thermal equilibrium, the size distri-
bution of the particle will become bimodal and this can be
detected by experiments if the polydispersity in the nanopar-
ticles is well controlled.
V. CONCLUSION
In Part I we have formulated an SCF theory and estab-
lished numerical methods needed for studying interacting
polymeric assemblies. Using the result of Part I, in this paper
we compute the interaction between nanoparticles covered
by end-grafted linear homopolymers in good solvent. Our
results show that, as long as the continuous grafting-site ap-
proximation and Edwards approximation are valid, the inter-
action can be either purely attractive ~when the surface cov-
erage is very low! or attractive at large and small distances
and repulsive at intermediate distances ~when the surface
coverage is not too low!. These results contradict the ac-
cepted result, that the interaction is purely repulsive, of the
conventional theory and previous SCF studies. To explain the
contradiction, we argue that the conventional theory for
steric stabilization and previous SCF studies are correct only
in a kinetic sense. We propose that systems composed of
nanoparticles will be more suitable for experimentally ob-
serving our results. We argue that the magnitude of this
homopolymer-induced attraction is bigger than the van der
Waals interaction and that it may be possible to experimen-
tally observe our prediction by comparing the particle-size
distributions before and after the particles are coated by end-
grafted homopolymer.
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APPENDIX A: RESCALING OF THE MODEL
Section III fixes the particle size at R55b , where b is
the segment size. Usually, b is about 1 nm, so R55b is
much smaller than the micron-sized particles encountered in
most applications. In order to apply the result of Sec. III to
these micron-sized particles, one can redefine b, so that R
55b is of order 1 mm. More generally, the SCF equations
solved in Sec. III can be made dimensionless by the follow-
ing substitution: AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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f~r!5
12 f
AN/6
f¯ ~s!
b3 ,
where t, s, and f¯ (s) are dimensionless and *f¯ (s)ds51.
Then, for example, Eq. ~2.3! becomes
] tG¯ ~s,t !5@„s
22v8f¯ ~s!#G¯ ~s,t !,
where v8512 fA6Nv/b3. Thus, two systems, denoted by a
and b, give the same dimensionless SCF equations if
va f aANa
ba
3 5
vb f bANb
bb
3 ,
~A1!
Ra
baANa
5
Rb
bbANb
.
The two systems can be regarded as identical if their SCF
equations can be converted into the same set of dimension-
less equations.
The symmetric system considered in Sec. III is charac-
terized by five parameters: b, R, N, f, and v . Given Eq. ~A1!
and a ratio such as Ra /Rb that will be used as an indepen-
dent variable, we are left with two parameters that must be
fixed when mapping one system to the other. More specifi-
cally, for example, suppose that the same excluded-volume
parameter and segment size are used to describe different
systems, then the system studied in Sec. III, defined by b, R,
N, f, and v , will correspond to a system described by ba
5b , Ra , Na , f a , and va5v , if
Ra
R 5A
Na
N 5
f
f a . ~A2!
The segment density and surface coverage can be mapped
from one system to the other according to
fa~ra!5faS RaR rD5S RRaD
2
f~r!,
Ga
G
5
R
Ra
. ~A3!
Pairs other than v and b can be chosen as well. For example,
to keep the continuous grafting-site approximation valid, one
may choose to fix v and G. Note that, because of Eq. ~A1!,
fixing G is the same as fixing f.
This rescaling technique has some limitations, however.
The first is that the redefined segment size and chain length
neither can be too small nor too large. The redefined segment
size cannot become smaller than the persistent length of the
real polymer being modeled because the statistics down to
such a length scale is not described by the modified diffusion
equation anymore. On the other hand, if the redefined seg-
ment size is too large, the polymeric nature may be lost. For
example, according to Eq. ~A1!, a system with Ra /ba55
and Na525 can be mapped to a system with Rb /bb51 and
Nb51, but the latter certainly cannot be regarded as a poly-
meric system over a length scale larger than bb , and inter-
esting phenomena happening in length scales larger than bb
will be inaccessible. For the same reason, the redefined chain
length cannot be too small. However, if it is too large, it may
correspond to a polymer with unrealistically high molecularDownloaded 01 Feb 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject toweight. The second limitation of the rescaling technique is
that the approximations discussed in Sec. IV A, may break
down. To illustrate this point, consider Eq. ~A3!. If R/Ra is
large, the segment density fa(ra) will be so high that the
Edwards approximation is no longer valid ~see Sec. IV A 2!.
Therefore, one has to be careful when trying to apply the
result in Sec. III to star polymers (R50.5b).
In fact, not only for star polymers, in general one must
be very careful when comparing different systems. Consider
the following example. Because real polymers have constant
contour length after polymerization is terminated, one may
want to fix Nb2/l0 ~l0 being the bond length between chemi-
cally connected monomer units! when systems with the same
polymer but different particle sizes are compared. However,
according to Eq. ~A1!, fixing Nb2 also fixes the particle size.
To change the particle size, one can instead choose to fix the
product Nb, namely, the contour length in the relative length
scale defined by the segment size b ~recall that b was used as
the length unit in Sec. III!. Since the surface coverage is a
good measure for judging whether the continuous grafting-
site approximation holds, one may choose to fix G. Then the
mapping between two systems, (b ,R ,N , f ,v) and
(ba ,Ra ,Na , f a ,va), is given by
Ra
R 5A
N
Na
5Abab 5S vav D
1/7
, ~A4!
which gives
Ra /ba
R/b 5
R
Ra
. ~A5!
Therefore, the bigger sphere in the absolute length scale in-
deed corresponds to the smaller sphere in the relative length
scale defined by the segment size, e.g., Ra5100 nm.R
510 nm, but Ra /ba50.1R/b . This should be compared
with Eq. ~A2!, where the bigger sphere in the absolute scale
is still the bigger sphere in the relative scale. Also, note that
Eq. ~A4! implies that, with same polymer and same surface
coverage, in the absolute length scale, large particles in good
solvents correspond to small particles in nearly theta solvents
where, according to Sec. IV A 2, the Edwards approximation
must be modified.
Finally, note that the rescaling technique is about quan-
titative comparison of different systems. It tells us, for ex-
ample, whether the sphere in the relative length scale would
be bigger or smaller, whether the mapped system will be in
good solvent condition, etc. Only when two systems are very
similar under rescaling can quantitative comparison be made.
Nonetheless, it does not imply that when two systems are
very distinct under rescaling, the same physics cannot be
applied to both. For example, if two systems are not closely
connected by rescaling, although the predicted attractive in-
teraction is expected to exist in both, its strength may be very
different.
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